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Challenges and opportunities towards 
improving ocean data delivery 

for WMO Services



ocean-ops.org

• Established arrays (Argo, 
DBCP), new networks 
(gliders, HF Radar)

• 86 countries,  8,933 in 
situ observing platforms, 
170 satellites

• Early focus was on 
climate and operational 
services - increasing 
ocean health and human 
impacts

• Above ocean 
atmospheric and in situ 
ocean observations – 12 
global ocean observing 
networks

• Working towards the –
GOOS Vision

Ocean Observing in 
2020

www.ocean-ops.org/reportcard2020
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GOOS TODAY
• Coordinates a global system across ocean 

observing at many levels, institutional, 
national, regional, and global

• GOOS 2030 Strategy – strongly 
emphasises partnership to deliver services

• One system - delivery across Climate, 
Operational Services, Ocean Health

• 31 Essential Ocean Variables to date across 
ocean physics, biogeochemistry, biology, 
ecosystems and human impacts

• 12 global ocean observing networks under 
the Observation Coordination Group 
(OCG), BioEco networks and GOOS 
Regional Alliances



OBSERVING GAPS

• Ocean observations are vital for delivery of WMO weather-
climate forecasting and associated services

• Gaps in a number of key areas related to WMO services:
- Coastal observations – vital many services
- Waves – marine forecasts
- Temporal sampling for Hurricane/tropical storms – improve storm 

forecasts
- Boundaries/Boundary Currents – weather extremes, fisheries, 

fluxes
- Tropics TPOS 2020 - vital for ENSO, storms
- Deep ocean – heat content, carbon
- Carbon - inventory and fluxes, vital for mitigation strategies
- Air-sea fluxes
- Sea level rise – tide gauges, satellite altimetry, also monitoring of 

ice



OBSERVING GAPS AND WMO
• There are many gaps and they will evolve with time
• Opportunities 

– Establish a consistent 2-way information flow, to 
understand WMO Service needs and promote co-
design and investment at national levels

– Collaboration in expressing the value of needed 
observations to support investment

– Identify key co-design projects – e.g. take advantage 
of new technologies hurricanes, tropical oceans, 
waves

• GOOS in the Decade - 3 Programmes around  
integration:
– Integrated observing system design
– Connecting to stakeholder communities
– Integrating from open ocean to the coast



Observations in national waters (EEZs)

• Workshop on observations in waters under 
national jurisdiction Feb 2020:
– Areas avoided/observations not taken
– 5 main issues and 7 solution spaces identified
– No silver bullet – work in several areas

• GBON identified nations with a large EEZ to GDP 
ratio struggle to support observing required –
future innovative financing models include ocean 

• Opportunities to work together on establishing 
increasing access to ocean data from EEZs that are 
needed for critical services

7 solution spaces

• Development of a new facilitated 
procedure, e.g. Argo process

• Create infrastructure to use UNCLOS 
Article 247

• Best Practice - update the DOALOS guide
• Raise Awareness - value of the 

observations in EEZ to services
• WMO Resolutions and Recommendations
• Regional Arrangements
• Article 258 of UNCLOS



DATA POLICY INTERSECTIONS

• Ocean data from research 
operators are not getting onto 
GTS, into forecast models

• Lack of wide-spread access to 
GTS data streams

OPEN ACCESS to GTS
• Successful pilot demonstrated new 

data flow and  harvesting could 
overcome GTS insertion challenges

• Open-GTS Implementation Plan 
developed by OCG

• US IOOS implementing for 
distribution of IOOS Regional data 
to GTS

• Open GTS concept to be 
embedded in WMO (WIS 2.0) Work 
Plan and IODE InfoHub Project

EEZ issue
• Data policies vary - restricting 

ability operate and distribute 
observations 

• Opportunity through developing 
WMO and national policy changes 
– towards increasing access and 
release of data 

Ocean obs on GTS

Ocean obs not on GTS

Private sector
• Increasing interest private 

sector presents challenges and 
opportunities



• Challenge: improve efficiency, interoperability, 
integration and delivery across all OCG 
networks

• OCG role: ensure data gets to a ‘global’ location 
and is FAIR

• Approach: common architecture, uniform data 
and metadata access, discovery via web and 
M2M services, FAIR

• Pilot 2020: Animal Bourne Ocean Sensors
• Mapping: current complex data flows
• Metadata harmonization: user, OceanOPS, 

network needs 
• Ensure OCG Data Strategy is compatible 

with WIS 2.0

OCG DATA STRATEGY – REAL-TIME AND DELAYED MODE

OCG data strategy embraces the FAIR data 
principles and leverages the ERDDAP data 
platform to improve integration of delayed 
mode and near-real time data across local, 
regional and global scales.  



OCEANOPS

VISION
To be the international hub and center 
of excellence that provides vital services 
in monitoring, coordinating, and 
integrating data and metadata across 
an expanding network of global 
oceanographic and marine 
meteorological observing communities. 

• Strongly supports the networks metadata and data flow –
including routinely submitting metadata to WMO/OSCAR

• Increasingly reports on observing system status
• WMO support of OceanOPS is critical and should form part 

of a long term view of ocean infrastructure

The picture can't be displayed.

Available at: www.ocean-ops.org/strategy

http://www.ocean-ops.org/strategy


• Interoperability and democratising data are 
key

• RT data flow primarily through the GTS
• NetCDF standards not yet used by all marine 

meteorological networks
• WMO/WIGOS identifiers allocation being 

rationalized and machine enabled
• DM data has a federated future – ODIS – the 

Ocean Data Information System IODE Project 
– step towards a ‘’digital ocean ecosystem’’ as 
one of many in the ‘’digital biosphere” needed 
to address the SDGs

FUTURE VIEW

Healthy oceans

Education

Resilient food
system

Ocean literacy

Mariculture

ODIS



GOOS AND WMO 
• Many similar structural elements to WMO

– service delivery as core to vision
– One system – GBON?
– Requirements setting – OSCAR?
– Standards and Best Practices  - SG-MINT? 
– RT data effectively goes through the GTS

• Some major differences
– Deliver to additional  service areas
– Implementation more fragmented - coordinate across many 

institutions, regional, national, networks and communities
– Most ocean observations are funded by the oceanographic 

community
– Funding mainly from research budgets, sustainability, innovation

• Many processes have parallels - WMO reform provides opportunity 
to re-wire more effective connections with a view to the future

*Remains to be assessed in a systematic way
Table from a 2019 WMO-OCG Connections Report

Funding source for global observing networks



OPPORTUNITIES – QUICK SUMMARY

Observing system community is dynamic and a sum of many 
individuals, departments, institutions, nations working together - GOOS 
important partner and interface to this community
• Observing gaps: 

– two way communication on needs, 
– collaborative work on value/co-investment
– identification co-design projects – new technology

• EEZ: work together on value and use WMO policy levers, a more 
comprehensive co-strategy approach? 

• Data: Open-GTS Met Services to partner with ocean institutes to 
help facilitate the data sharing via WIS, linking with OCG Data 
Strategy

• Support for OceanOPS: long term infrastructure investment



Thank you

goosocean.org
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